Making it work from home

The practice of working from home under the Covid-19 pandemic looks set to continue beyond the health crisis with the government proposing to amend the law to support it. What does employers and workers think?

Workers laud working from home as the way forward

Workers tell how the public and private sector benefit from the work from home (WFH) system

Malaysian Trades Union Congress (MTUC) president Bukit Bintang doctor Ng Ming Yan said WFH is a good way moving forward and sharing with employers to have operations like this unfurling.

But should the WFH system be stipulated in the pre-existing private sector policy 2010? An initial draft bill is said to be ready but there is resistance from some sectors.

The survey found that 92% agreed that WFH should be part of the new national workスタイルframework. However, 43% of respondents faced challenges with WFH, mainly network issues (39%) and lack of technology readiness (19%).
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